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A Kohn-Sham (KS) inversion determines a KS potential and orbitals corresponding to a given electron
density, a procedure which has applications in developing and evaluating functionals used in density
functional theory. Despite the utility of KS inversions, the application of these methods among the
research community is disproportional small. We implement the KS inversion methods of Zhao-Morrison-
Parr and Wu-Yang in a framework which simplifies analysis and conversion of the resulting potential
in real-space. Fully documented python scripts integrate with PySCF, a popular electronic structure
prediction software, and alternative Fortran code is provided for computational hot spots.
1. PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: Kohn-Sham Python Inversion Evaluation
Software
Developer’s respository link:
https://doi.org/10.25351/V3.KS-PIES.2020
Licensing provisions: Apache-2.0
Programming language: Python3, Fortran90
Nature of problem: Determining a KS potential from a given
density requires a KS inversion, a method for mapping an
electron density to a KS potential which can reproduce this
density. A unique mapping between a KS potential and an
electron density does not exist within a localized basis sets.
Practical calculation of KS potentials requires an approximate
method accepting of previously determined electron densities.
Solution method: We implement the theoretical methodology
of Zhao-Morrison-Parr [41] and Wu-Yang [39] in Python to
calculate KS potentials from provided densities. One-particle
density matrix obtained from PySCF calculation on the molecular
system can be passed into our program to perform KS inversion.
Our Wu-Yang implementation allows KS inversion of a user-
defined quantum system. A utility module helps to prepare
KS inversion inputs (density matrix pre-processing) or analyzing
inversion output (evaluating KS potentials in real-space).
2. INTRODUCTION
Future progress in improving Kohn-Sham (KS) density
functional theory (DFT), one of the most popular
computational techniques for materials and molecules,
depends upon improved exchange-correlation (XC)
functionals [6]. KS DFT assumes that non-interacting
electrons and a local multiplicative potential (i.e. KS
potential) approximate the electron density of the real
∗ esim@yonsei.ac.kr
system’s interacting electrons. No systematic method for
improving XC functionals has been identified within the
KS system. Instead, functional development draws upon a
broad array of techniques, methods, and data sources for
guidance on how to produce more accurate approximations.
One resourceful method is the KS inversion, which
produces a KS potential from a provided electron density.
Insight from KS inversions have been used in functional
development since 1996 [33] and has seen a recent revival
in its use today [24, 25, 42]. It has also become a useful
tool for studying DFT methods, such as time-dependent
DFT [3, 21], density-corrected DFT [26], inter-molecular
interactions in partition-DFT [8, 23] and embedded-DFT
[2, 13, 40], and even in symmetry-adapted perturbation
theory [4].
A KS inversion can construct an exact potential from
an exact electron density as defined by the one-to-one
density-to-potential mapping stated in the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem [18]. However, in practice, the finite number of
localized basis sets needed to expand KS orbitals destroys
the advantageous one-to-one mapping [17, 19, 30], and
the problem becomes ill-posed [19]. Although an exact KS
inversion is no longer possible, several approximate methods
[1, 7, 10, 14, 20, 29, 34, 38–41] have been proposed.
Despite the developed theory and applications of KS
inversions, there are no publicly available algorithms for
routinely preforming these calculations. In this work we
implement the most frequently cited KS inversion methods,
Zhao-Morrison-Parr [41] (ZMP) and Wu-Yang [39] (WY),
and provide our code under an open source licence. We
also provide a utility module that helps simplify inversion
calculations by providing pre- and post- processing and real-
space evaluation.
Our python implementation is compatible with PySCF
[31], and utilizes NumPy [37], and SciPy libraries
[36]. A section of python code can alternatively call
kspies fort, a compiled Fortran version which decreases
computational cost.
We include a theoretical summary, details on the
implementation, validation, and a discussion with examples
to highlight the simplicity of incorporating KS inversions
into modern functional development workflows. Emphasis
on the theoretical background seeks to provide a simplified
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3.2 Zhao-Morrison-Parr 3 BACKGROUND
and practical entry point for theorists unfamiliar with the
methodology.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1. General Background on Kohn-Sham DFT and
its Inverse
The conventional (forward) KS procedure solves a single
particle equation
{−1
2
∇2 + vS[n](r)}ψi(r) = εiψi(r), (1)
where ψi and εi are i-th KS orbitals and orbital energies,
vS[n](r) is the KS potential, and n is the electron density.
Typically vS[n](r) is written as
vS[n](r) = vext(r) + vH[n](r) + vXC[n](r), (2)
where vext(r) is the external potential, vH[n](r) is the
Hartree potential
vH[n](r) =
∫
n(r′)
‖r− r′‖dr
′, (3)
and vXC[n](r) is an XC potential, which is approximate in
practice. The electron density is determined by the sum of
the occupied orbital densities as
n(r) =
Nocc∑
i
|ψi(r)|2, (4)
As a funcitonal of the density, vS[n](r) is used in Eq. 1 in
a self consistent loop, until a converged electron density is
determined.
KS inversions operate in reverse, using a given density n
(often refered as target density, ntar(r)) to determine vS.
Once determined, vS and Eq. 1 produce the KS orbitals and
associated eigenvalues. KS inversions has been developed
for use with input orbitals [12, 40] or wavefunctions [28],
but we focus exclusively on density based methods [1, 7,
10, 14, 20, 29, 34, 38, 39, 41] which includes ZMP [41] and
WY [39].
3.2. Zhao-Morrison-Parr
The ZMP KS inversion method [41] minimizes an
objective self-repulsion functional
C[nλ] =
∫∫
[nλ(r)− ntar(r)][nλ(r′)− ntar(r′)]
‖r− r′‖ drdr
′,
(5)
by solving a KS-like equation self-consistently under a given
Lagrange multiplier λ
{−1
2
∇2 + vS[ntar, nλ](r)}ψλi (r) = ελi ψλi (r). (6)
A λ-dependent KS-potential
vS[n
tar, nλ](r) =vext(r) + vH[n
tar](r)
+ vg[n
tar](r) + vλC [n
tar, nλ](r),
(7)
includes a guiding potential vg(r) and correction potential
vλC [n
tar, nλ](r) = λ
∫
nλ(r′)− ntar(r′)
‖r− r′‖ dr
′. (8)
In principle, as λ → ∞, C[nλ] → 0 and nλ → ntar. Only
vλC depends on λ in Eq. 7 and accommodates all necessary
potential modification. If provided, additional potential
terms vext(r), vH(r), and vg(r) accelerate the convergence
of vS with respect to λ.
The guiding potential vg(r) mimics the XC potential,
for which a variety of potentials can be used. Typically
vg(r) is initially formulated to mimic the asymptotic decay
of XC potential, −(1/N)vH(r), where N is the number of
electrons. We refer −(1/N)vH(r) as FAXC, the non-Hartree
portion of the Fermi-Amaldi potential [9]. In principle, any
potential can be used for vg(r) when the asymptotic decay
of XC potential is not important [26]. DFTXC is used to
denote standard DFT XC functionals used as the guiding
potential.
For open-shell systems, ZMP is used as a spin-
unrestricted formalism [32]. The correction potential is
spin-dependent, and Eq. 8 is rewritten for α or β spin as
vλC,σ[n
tar
σ , n
λ
σ](r) = 2λ
∫
nλσ(r
′)− ntarσ (r′)
‖r− r′‖ dr
′, (9)
where σ denotes the spin index. The factor of 2 is required
for consistent results in closed shell systems for restricted
and unrestricted schemes. The guiding potential is spin-
dependent for DFTXC potentials, but not for FAXC.
3.3. Wu-Yang
The WY approach [39] maximizes an objective functional,
WS[{bt}] =
N/2∑
i
∫
|∇ψbi (r)|2dr
+
∫
vbS [n
tar](r){nb(r)− ntar(r)}dr,
(10)
where vbS(r) is a KS-potential similar to Eq. 7 in ZMP,
except with vC(r) represented as a linear combination of
potential basis functions gt(r), given as
vbC(r) =
∑
t
btgt(r), (11)
making vbS(r) exclusively a functional of the target density.
KS orbitals ψbi (r) are determined by solving a KS-like
equation,
{−1
2
∇2 + vbS [ntar](r)}ψbi (r) = εbiψbi (r), (12)
2
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that does not require an iterative self-consistent solution.
The gradient and Hessian of WS with respect to {b} is given
in an analytical form
∂WS
∂bt
=
∫
{nb(r)− ntar(r)}gt(r)dr, (13)
∂2WS
∂bt∂bu
=
Nocc∑
i
Nvir∑
a
〈ψba|gt|ψbi 〉〈ψba|gu|ψbi 〉
εbi − εba
, (14)
where Nocc (Nvir) denotes the number of occupied (virtual)
orbitals, simplifying maximization of Eq. 10.
In a spin-unrestricted formalism, Eq. 10 becomes
WS[{bt}] = 1
2
∑
σ
Nσ∑
i
∫
|∇ψbi,σ(r)|2dr
+
∫
{vext(r) + vH[ntar](r)}{nb(r)− ntar(r)}dr
+
∑
σ
∫
{vg,σ[ntar, ntarσ ](r) + vbC,σ(r)}
× {nbσ(r)− ntarσ (r)}dr,
(15)
where σ denotes spin. Spin dependence of XC potentials
is reflected in the correction (vC) potential due to its spin
dependence on {bt} and the DFTXC guiding (vg) potential.
Regularization is included to avoid oscillatory potentials
from unbalanced potential basis sets, especially near the
nucleus [15]. The WY objective functional is regularized
with
W
η
S({bt}) =WS({bt}) + η‖∇vbC(r)‖2, (16)
where η is a regularization strength hyperparamater, and the
smoothness of the correction potential is measured with
‖∇vbC(r)‖2 =
∫
vbC(r)∇2vbC(r)dr. (17)
Heaton-Burgess and Yang 2008 [16] describes how η can be
selected.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. General workflow of inversion procedures
Prior to KS inversion, PySCF is used to create a
Mole object and generate a density matrix from a target
density. The Mole object contains standard details
needed for quantum chemical calculations, such as atomic
coordinates, number of electrons, and basis sets. KS-
pies requires an atomic orbital basis set representation of
the density matrix. Some PySCF calculations, such as
coupled cluster, output density matrices in molecular orbital
representation, which can be converted to atomic orbital
representation using the kspies.util.mo2ao function.
The present implementation does not support periodic
boundary conditions.
KS-pies makes use of analytical functions within the
PySCF integral library to convert Eq. 6 and 12 to solvable
matrix equations. An exception is made for WY calculations
when non-equivalent atomic and potential basis sets are
used. A numerical integration of the three-center overlap
integral used in Eq. 10 is calculated with
Sijt =
∫
φi(r)φj(r)gt(r)dr, (18)
where φi(r) is i-th orbital basis function. Although this
enables calculations of non-equivalent basis sets, numerical
integration of Eq. 18 adds a substantial computational cost.
KS-pies constructs the Hartree and guiding potentials
from the target density. KS-pies then uses a method specific
procedure to optimize the correction potential. For ZMP, a
self consistent calculation with Eq. 6 and a user provided λ
is preformed. For WY, {bt} is adjusted to maximize Eq. 10.
Several features reduce the computational cost of
determining the correction potential. For ZMP,
recalculating the Hartree potential at each self consistent
iteration can be accelerated using a density fitting
procedure. Density fitting results in minor difference in the
inversion, while greatly reducing the computational cost.
For WY, calculating Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 using a compiled
Fortran module kspies fort provides a substantial time
savings over the python implementation. A compiled binary
and the source code is provided.
KS-pies manages data using python instance variables,
storing the majority of results in memory. Data from one
instance can be used as an initial guess for subsequent
calculations or analysis within KS-pies or PySCF.
4.2. Real-Space Potentials
The KS potential in real-space provides valuable insight
beyond a target density calculation. For example, a
major motivation for performing a KS inversion is the
visualization of the exact KS potential which can show
the non-intuitive step structures present in some potentials
[22, 35]. However, the use of atom-centered Gaussian basis-
sets prevents the XC potentials produced by ZMP and WY
from being directly converted into real-space representation.
Real-space conversion of individual component of the XC
potentials provides a practical path forward. For WY,
the correction potential can be converted directly using
Eq. 11. Franchini et al. [11] method for converting Hartree
potentials can be applied to the guiding potentials and the
ZMP correlation potential.
For a given system, the basis functions {φi(r)}, real-space
function v(r) and real-space function matrix representation
3
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Vij have the relation
v(r)→ Vij =
∫
φi(r)v(r)φj(r)dr, (19a)
Vij → v(r) =
∑
ij
φi(r)Vijφj(r). (19b)
Eq. 19 is only exact under the basis set limit, and in
practice, would result in large errors in the real-space
function v(r). Real-space conversion of the inverted
potential requires a method other than Eq. 19b.
Following Franchini et al. [11], the density can be
decomposed into one-center (i.e. atomic) contributions,
and into different angular contributions as
n(r) =
Nnuc∑
i
ni(r) ≈
Nnuc∑
i
lmax∑
l
∑
m
Zlm(θi, φi)s
i
lm(ri),
(20)
where Z represents real spherical harmonics and s is a cubic
spline interpolation of radial density at the i-th atoms radial
grid. The summation inside Eq. 20 can be used to calculate
the Hartree potential for each angular contribution of i-th
atom with analytical form
vH,lm(ri) =
4pi
2l + 1
Zlm(θi, φi)
×
( 1
rl+1i
∫ ri
0
r′l+2silm(r
′)dr′
+ rli
∫ ∞
ri
silm(r
′)
r′l−1
dr′
)
.
(21)
We implement the Franchini et al. [11] approach for
converting the Hartree potential to real-space.
Eq. 20 and 21 are used to calculate point-wise values of
FAXC guiding potentials and the ZMP correction potentials
(Eq. 8). The 6.5 Utility section and associated figures
provide an example of obtaining real-space representation
using this approach.
The eval vxc function evaluates XC potential on user
defined grid points. Our implementation is based on the
numerical derivative. For Local Density Approximation
functionals (LDA) we use,
vLDAXC (r) =
δEXC
δn
=
dLDAXC
dn(r)
, (22)
where LDAXC is the XC density of LDA, and can be
directly obtained from pysef.dft.libxc.eval xc.
For Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) functionals
we use,
vGGAXC (r) = vn − 2{∇n · ∇vγ + vγ∇2n}, (23)
where vn =
∂εGGAXC
∂n , vγ =
∂εGGAXC
∂γ , and γ =
∇n · ∇n. Although vn and vγ are obtainable from
pysef.dft.libxc.eval xc, ∇vγ should be evaluated
using a numerical derivative of vγ . For spin-polarized
densities, Eq. 23 for α spin becomes
vGGAXC,α(r) = vnα − 2(∇nα · ∇vγαα + vγαα∇2nα)
−(∇vγαβ · ∇nβ + vγαβ∇2nβ),
(24)
and the formulation for β spin requires a trivial swapping
of respective spins. Eq. 24 can be used to calculate point-
wise value of DFT guiding potentials. The examples of
eval vxc and related plots are provided in section 6.5
Utility.
5. VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE
Valid implementation is confirmed with accurate KS
inversions of densities obtained from HF or correlated
wavefunction methods, in both restricted and unrestricted
schemes. Run time benchmarks are reported as wall time,
and were performed an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6142 CPU
using 8 processors at 2.6 GHz. Calls to PySCF and
kspies fort can take advantage of parallelization with
OpenMP. In our KS inversion examples below, benzene
used the most memory, approximately 1.2 GB. The PySCF
CCSD Calculation of molecular O2 used substantially more
memory, however the inversion using KS-pies required less
than that of benzene. Restricted and unrestricted inversion
benchmarks are included for convenience within the software
repository.
5.1. Restricted Inversion
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FIG. 1. ZMP results showing that density fitting or direct
(without density fitting). For each λ value, level shift
was set to 0.1 × λ. (a) Analytical performance evaluated
by integrated density difference in milielectron (dN) and
minimized self-repulsion functional value (Eq. 5). (b)
Computational performance in terms of SCF iterations and
time needed for convergence. (c) Density difference between
target HF density and ZMP densities for increasing λ.
Restricted inversion performance was validated using
ZMP and WY on benzene (RCC = 1.3936A˚ and RCH =
4
6 USAGE
1.0852A˚). The target density was generated with HF/cc-
pVTZ. Resulting inversion potentials from ZMP and WY
can be used to accurately reproduce the target density.
Furthermore, ZMP, qualitatively indicates that C (Eq. 8)
is approaching 0 as λ increases.
kspies.zmp.RZMP (restricted ZMP) was used with a
FAXC guiding potential and tested with and without density
fitting. Using the self-repulsion functional value C from
Eq. 5 and the integrated density difference dN =
∫ |nλ(r)−
ntar(r)|dr, we confirmed an expected decrease in C as λ
increased. This is plotted in Figure 1a. As λ increases,
dN also decreases. Our implementation shows almost no
analytical difference between with/without density fitting.
Computationally, direct and density fitting methods
within ZMP have comparable results, except that the
density fitting method decreases computational cost.
Figure 1b plots computational performance in terms of
SCF iterations and run time per λ; highlighting negligible
difference in analytical and SCF cycles. Per SCF iteration,
ZMP takes approximately 0.25 seconds with density fitting
and 3 seconds without, requiring around 700 iterations to
reach convergence on a small molecules.
WY performance was evaluated using the same target
density as above and cc-pVTZ for the potential basis set.
Optimization was complete after 8 iterations, taking less
than 1 second on default settings. The maximum gradient
element was 3 × 10−8 with dN = 170.8 me. The dN
agrees with the values from ZMP at λ=128, indicating
an accurately reproduced target density. Implementation
verification is also incidentally discussed in section 6.4 where
a WY reproduces a target density from a user-defined
harmonic potential Hamiltonian.
5.2. Unrestricted Inversion
To validate the unrestricted calculations of ZMP and
WY, we use a coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles (CCSD)
target density density of molecular oxygen (ROO = 1.208A˚)
obtained with UHF-UCCSD/cc-pVQZ. We used FAXC
guiding potential for both cases.
Benchmark values for ZMP with λ=2048 are
C=1.10×10−6 and dN=5.75 me. A small and decreasing
dN as λ is increased confirms the unrestricted ZMP
implementation. As a secondary validation benchmark,
identical result are produced from spin-restricted and
unrestricted ZMP calculation on closed-shell benzene.
Benchmark values for WY with a cc-pVQZ potential
basis set converges after 5 optimization steps, taking 0.07
seconds, with maximum gradient element 3×10−8, and
dN=36.3 me, which agrees with ZMP dN at λ=128,
verifying the WY implementation.
6. USAGE
To encourage the use of KS inversions in functional
development, use of kspies requires only a few inputs
for simple use. We provide several examples that highlight
the relative simplicity of routine ZMP and WY, calculations
with and without real space conversions.
6.1. Basic use of ZMP
from pyscf import gto, scf
import kspies
mol = gto.M(atom=’Ne’,basis=’aug-cc-pVQZ’)
mf = scf.RHF(mol).run()
P_tar = mf.make_rdm1()
mz = kspies.zmp.RZMP(mol,P_tar)
mz.zscf(8)
converged SCF energy = -128.543755937285
lambda= 8.00 niter: 12 gap= 0.6327865 dN=
158.02 C= 4.63e-03
FIG. 2. Example inputs for calculating a ZMP KS inversion
(top) and the terminal outputs (bottom). PySCF is used to
generate a Ne density which used in a ZMP KS inversion with
λ = 8
ZMP calculations proceed by instantiating a
kspies.zmp.RZMP object and then calling zscf(l)
which generates a KS potential with the user specified l,
(λ), value. The instance requires mol, a Mole object
which defines the basis set, and P tar, an atomic orbital
representation of the target density. Calculation results are
printed to the terminal, and a matrix representation form
of the potential is stored as instance attributes. This can
be converted into real-space representation with the later
discussed kspies.util module.
Figure 2 demonstrates generating a Ne HF density using
PySCF, generating a KS potential with kspies.zmp, and
the run outputs printed to the terminal. In the output,
niter is the number of SCF iterations needed to reach
convergence, gap is the HOMO-LUMO gap in atomic unit,
dN is the integrated density difference in millielectrons, and
C is the minimized value from Eq. 5. In unrestricted ZMP,
the returned C values accounts for both spins contributions
from both spins, 2(Cα + Cβ).
5
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mz=kspies.zmp.RZMP(mol,P_tar)
mz.diis_space=30
mz.max_cycle=200
mz.guide=’pbe’
mz.conv_tol_dm=1e-10
mz.conv_tol_diis=1e-7
for l in [ 8, 32, 128, 512]:
mz.level_shift=l*0.1
mz.zscf(l)
mz.level_shift=0.
mz.zscf(512)
P=mz.make_rdm1()
print(’Total Energy:’,mf.energy_tot(P))
print(mz.mo_energy[2:6])
print(’Converged?’,mz.converged,mz.l)
lambda= 8.00 niter: 14 gap= 0.6250675 dN=
79.38 C= 4.69e-04
lambda= 32.00 niter: 18 gap= 0.6531736 dN=
31.10 C= 7.06e-05
lambda= 128.00 niter: 29 gap= 0.6738522 dN=
12.57 C= 9.41e-06
lambda= 512.00 niter: 38 gap= 0.6896071 dN=
6.10 C= 1.72e-06
lambda= 512.00 niter: 12 gap= 0.6896071 dN=
6.10 C= 1.72e-06
Total Energy: -128.5434063648391
[ -0.63464901 -0.63464901 -0.63464901
0.05495812 ]
Converged? True 512
FIG. 3. Use of ZMP with DIIS settings at multiple λ values
using the mol and P tar from Figure 2 (top). Terminal
outputs detaling ZMP potential results at the specified λ
values and determined quantities form the final run (bottom).
Additional options in ZMP include:
(i) diis space (int): DIIS space size. Default is 40.
(ii) max cycle (int): SCF maximum iteration. Default
is 400.
(iii) guide (character): Guiding potential. None sets
vg(r) = 0, ’faxc ’ sets vg(r) = − 1N vH(r), or any
DFT XC functional defined in PySCF can be specified.
(iv) level shift (float): Amount of level shift used
during SCF cycles. Default is 0.2.
(v) with df (bool): Use of density fitting. Default is
False.
(vi) conv tol dm (float): Density matrix convergence
criteria. Default is 1e-7.
(vii) conv tol diis (float): Convergence criteria of
DIIS error. Default is 1e-4.
Results from zscf(l) are stored as the following class
attributes:
(i) converged (boolean): If convergence criteria was
met during SCF iterations
(ii) dm (array): Density matrix
(iii) mo coeff (array): Molecular orbital coefficient
(iv) mo energy (array): Molecular orbital energy
(v) mo occ (array): Orbital occupation numbers
The instance only stores one set of results; previous values
will be overwritten and only the most recent calculations
results are accessible.
On the first zscf() SCF cycle, P tar is used as
the initial density matrix guess. The guiding potential is
constructed from user specifications during the first call to
the function. Subsequent changes to the user specifications
for the guiding potential after the first call are ignored.
The direct inversion of the iterative subspace (DIIS)
procedure [27] for convergence stabilization implemented
in ks-pies is independent of the PySCF DIIS options.
When specifying the DIIS space size, we recommend
diis space to ≤ 40 or greater to avoid singularity
of matrix during DIIS extrapolation. DIIS convergence
stabilization is not used when diis space ≤ 1. ZMP
often fails to converge without DIIS, and users are cautioned
against not using this feature, even for small λ.
When specified, virtual orbital energies are increased by
level shift, which can aid convergence. In general,
setting level shift = 0.1×λ is likely to be sufficient
for most systems. level shift is inactive when set
to 0. When λ is larger than 10 ∼ 20, level shift
values of 1 ∼ 2 or larger are needed for convergence. The
larger values for level shift reduce the mixing between
the occupied and virtual orbits, which slows the orbital
rotation with the intent of assisting convergence. In some
systems, the initial ZMP iterations will significantly perturbs
the potential from a trajectory towards convergence.
Increasing level shift to slow the orbital rotation as
show in Figure 3 can minimize or remove this effect.
As level shift is an artificial value added to aid in
convergence, its contribution is ignored when calculating
properties such as the HOMO-LUMO gap and orbital
energies.
6.2. Basic use of WY
Performing a KS inversion with kspies.wy requires
an input Mole object and target density, as demonstrated
in Figure 4. The potential basis (pbas) defaults to the
6
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atomic orbital basis, and Sijt is integrated analytically.
At the conclusion of Figure 4, the KS potential produced
by maximizing WS is now accessible as an instance attribute.
wy_instance=kspies.wy.RWY(mol,P_tar)
wy_instance.run()
FIG. 4. Minimum inputs for WY calculation using a
predefined mol and target density from Figure 2.
Sijt=kspies.wy.numint_3c2b(mol,’aug-cc-pV5Z’)
wy_i=kspies.wy.RWY(mol, P_tar, Sijt=Sijt,
pbas=’aug-cc-pV5Z’)
wy_i.method=’BFGS’
wy_i.guide=’blyp’
wy_i.tol=1e-7
for eta in [ 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6 ]:
wy_i.reg = eta
wy_i.run()
gap=wy_i.mo_energy[5]-wy_i.mo_energy[4]
v=wy_i.Dvb()
print(f’eta= {eta:.1e} gap: {gap:.5f}
v_grad: {v:.3f}’)
Sijt calculation for n1:80 n2:127 basis
functions: 0.0 min
eta= 1.0e-03 gap: 0.65590 v_grad: 1.375
eta= 1.0e-04 gap: 0.68991 v_grad: 4.781
eta= 1.0e-05 gap: 0.70365 v_grad: 17.231
eta= 1.0e-06 gap: 0.55057 v_grad: 93.973
FIG. 5. Example kspies.wy usage (upper panel) and
terminal output (lower pannel) from PySCF defined mol, mf,
and P tar as created in Figure 2. The instance inherits the
potential basis aug-cc-pV5Z (127 basis functions) from the
mol object, but uses the defined atomic orbital basis set aug-
cc-pVQZ (80 basis functions for Be), requiring an three center
overlap integral array (Sijt, with shape (80, 80, 127)) to
convert between the two.
A second WY example in Figure 5 demonstrates
advanced options and non-equivalent basis function.
The kspies.wy.numint 3c2b performs numerical
integration of Eq. 18, where the input is mol object and
PySCF style basis function specification. The output Sijt
array is stored as an attribute of kspies.wy.RWY or
kspies.wy.UWY to specify which three-center overlap
integral is used. The terminal output (lower panel, Figure 5)
shows the numint 3c2b() output, the HOMO-LUMO
gap, and the smoothness of correction potential (Eq. 17)
for each eta.
Figure 6 calls the instance from Figure 5 for information
on the run, the number of basis functions used in the
potential, and confirmation on convergence. The instance
wy_i.info()
print(len(wy_i.b))
print(wy_i.converged)
****Optimization Completed****
after 350 iterations
func_value : -128.53550236
max_grad : 0.00000007
127
True
FIG. 6. Following Figure 5, information on the WY run
confirms a converged KS potential.
overwrites itself after each calculation and the reported
values are for eta = 1e-6.
Options available in kspies.wy include:
(i) method (string): Optimization algorithm used in
SciPy. Default is ’trust-exact’.
(ii) guide (string): Guiding potential. Default is ’faxc’.
Usage is same as guide in ZMP.
(iii) tol (float): Tolerance of the maximum gradient
values used to determine optimization completion
(Eq. 13). Default is 1e-6.
(iv) reg (float): Potential regularization weight. (η in
Eq. 16) Default is 0.
The molecular orbital coefficients, energies, occupation
numbers, density matrices, and convergence are all stored
as instance attributes. Optimized {bt} values are stored as
’b’, and can be useful as an initial guess for subsequent
calculations using different regularization strength η, as
demonstrated in the for loop of Figure 5. Other
notable methods include: make rdm1() for generating
a density matrix in the same format and method as
the PySCF function of the same name, info() for
printing optimization results, and Dvb() for calculating the
smoothness of the correction potential (Eq. 17).
6.3. Regularized WY
Regularized WY can compensate for issues resulting from
unbalanced potential basis sets [15]. Figure 7 provides
example code on a N2 molecule, and Figure 8 displays
example plots used to select the regularization parameter.
kspies.wy.RWY requires a Mole object, a target density,
and a large even tempered Gaussian basis set for the
potential calculation, all of which can be produced using
PySCF.
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PBS=gto.expand_etbs([(0, 13, 2**-4 , 2),
(1, 3 , 2**-2 , 2)])
mw=ksPIES.wy.RWY(mol, P_tar, pbas=PBS)
mw.tol=1e-7
etas=[ 1/2**a for a in np.arange(5,27,1)]
v=np.zeros(len(etas))
W=np.zeros(len(etas))
for i,eta in enumerate(etas):
mw.reg=eta
mw.run()
v[i]=mw.Dvb()
W[i]=mw.Ws
mw.reg=0.
mw.run()
Ws_fin=mw.Ws
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
fig,ax=plt.subplots(2)
ax[0].scatter(np.log10(Ws_fin-W),np.log10(v))
ax[1].scatter(np.log10(etas),
v*etas/(Ws_fin-W))
FIG. 7. Regularized WY calculations require an additional
potential basis set and eta parameter. Selection of eta using a
trial and error process as plotted in Figure 8 is recommended.
log10 ||v c ||
2b( )
log10
α||v c ||b( )Ws−W sη
a)
b)
FIG. 8. The L-curve (a) and its reciprocal derivative (b)
used for selecting eta. The plots are outputs from Figure 7
and displayed here next to the formulas used in the plot. The
horizontal axis of (a) is log(WS−W ηS) and of (b) is log(η). The
optimal η value is the maximum of the reciprocal derivative,
Eq. 25, approximately 10−4.2 as visible in (b).
The optimal regularization parameter, η can be identified
using the L-curve method of [5], where the maximum
value of the reciprocal derivative should be selected. As
η decreases, W
η
S approaches WS and the curvature of the
KS potential increases (i.e. increasing ‖∇vbC‖2). The need
for regularization arises because an unbalanced potential
basis set may cause ‖∇vbC‖2 to increases sharply, but is
not guaranteed to correspond with a significant decreases
in WS−W ηS (see Figure 8a). This implies that the increase
of potential curvature results from unphysical oscillation.
According to [15], an optimal η gives a maximum reciprocal
slope of the L-curve, which has the analytical form
(
∂ log
(‖∇vbC‖2)
∂ log
(
WS −W ηS
) )−1 = η ‖∇vbC‖2
WS −W ηS
, (25)
as identified by Bulat et al. [5]. Using an N2 molecule with
the cc-pVDZ basis and a HF target density, the reciprocal
derivative of the L-curve plotted for each η in Figure 8b),
highlights the usefulness of this approach in selecting an
optimal value; η ≈ 10−4.2 in the given example.
6.4. WY for user-defined systems
KS-pies can calculate a WY KS potential for user-defined
Hamiltonians in the unrestricted and restricted formalism.
A user must provide a mol object, density matrix of target
density P tar, and Sijt array to instantiate a user defined
system, as well as the following instance attributes: Kinetic
energy T, external potential V, overlap matrix S, kinetic
energy matrix of the potential basis Tp, and a None
override to prevent default use of a guiding potential.
mw = kspies.wy.RWY(mol,P_tar,Sijt=Sijt)
mw.T = Kinetic_matrix
mw.Tp = Kinetic_matrix_potential_basis
mw.V = Potential_matrix
mw.S = Overlap_matrix
mw.guide = None
mw.run()
FIG. 9. An example input for running WY with a user-defined
Hamiltonian, where the user has calculated all the necessary
variables. See the online documentation for full examples.
Figure 9 shows calculation of a potential from a user-
defined Hamiltonian of a harmonic potential (vext(x) =
1/8x2) with four electrons (blue curve in Figure 10).
Finite-difference HF with soft electron-electron repulsion
w(x1, x2) = 1/
√
(x2 − x1)2 + 0.52 is used to generate the
target density (P tar) within the domain x ∈ [−10, 10]
and a grid spacing of 0.02. KS-pies online documentation
expands upon the present example with information on how
to obtain necessary inputs for user-defined Hamiltonians.
The resulting WY KS potential is displayed in orange in
Figure 10. The KS potential includes small oscillations
near x = ±7 due to a known issue of WY[19] resulting
from the small electron density in these regions. This does
not arise from our implementation. The agreement of the
red and black curves in Figure 10 highlights the accuracy of
WY theoretically, as well as our successful implementation.
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Target density, P_tar
WY calculated density
WY calculated KS potential
Harmonic potential, V
Position (atomic units)
Po
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)
FIG. 10. A user-defined harmonic potential Hamiltonian
(blue) is used to generate a WY KS potential (orange) that
calculates a density (red) in excellent agreement with the the
input target density (black). Densities are increased vertically
10x for visibility.
6.5. Utility
mol = gto.M(atom=’Ne’,
basis=’aug-cc-pVTZ’)
mf=scf.RHF(mol).run()
dm_tar = mf.make_rdm1()
coords = []
for x in np.linspace(0, 5, 1001):
coords.append((x, 0., 0.))
coords = np.array(coords)
import matplotlib.pyplot
mz = zmp.RZMP(mol, dm_tar)
mz.guide=’faxc’
for l in [ 16, 128, 1024 ]:
mz.level_shift = 0.1*l
mz.zscf(l)
dmxc =
l*mz.dm-(l+1./mol.nelectron)*dm_tar
vxc = util.eval_vh(mol, coords, dmxc )
pyplot.plot(coords[:, 0], vxc, label =
r’$\lambda$=’+str(l))
pyplot.xlim(0, 5)
pyplot.ylim(-9, 0)
pyplot.legend()
pyplot.show()
FIG. 11. An example of eval vh function for visualizing XC
potential obtained with ZMP.
FIG. 12. The plot of exchange potential of Ne atom obtained
with code in Figure 11. The vertical axis denotes the distance
from Ne nucleus in Bohr, and and the horizontal axis denotes
exchange potential obtained from the inversion of HF density
in atomic unit.
The usage of kspies.util.eval vh function
for evaluating XC potentials (Figure 12) is
presented in Figure 11. Referring to the example,
kspies.util.eval vh requires a Mole object (mol),
density matrix to calculate Hartree potential (dmxc),
and specified xyz-coordinates (coords) which describe the
positions of grid points that are to be calculated. At a
given λ, the ZMP XC potential can be written as
vXC(r) = − 1
N
vH[n
tar](r) + λ(vH[n
λ](r)− vH[ntar](r))
= vH[λn
λ − ( 1
N
+ λ)ntar](r),
(26)
indicating that the XC potential obtained from ZMP at the
specific λ, is the Hartree potential of the density λnλ −
((1/N) + λ)ntar.
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myWY=kspies.wy.RWY(mol,P_tar,pbas=’cc-pVQZ’)
myWY.method=’BFGS’
myWY.guide=’pbe’
myWY.tol=1e-7
from pyscf import dft
ao2=dft.numint.eval_ao(myWY.mol2,coords)
vg=helper.eval_vxc(mol,P_tar,’pbe’,
coords,delta=1e-8)
for eta in [1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6]:
myWY.reg=eta
myWY.run()
vC=np.einsum(’t,rt->r’myWY.b,ao2)
plt.plot(coords[:,0],vg+vC,
label=str(eta))
FIG. 13. An example script for the usage of eval vxc
function for visualizing XC potential obtained with WY.
FIG. 14. Plot generate by the Figure 13 displaying the
exchange potential produced by WY at several η. The vertical
axis denotes the distance from the Ne nucleus in Bohr, and
the horizontal axis denotes the exchange potential obtained
from the inversion of HF density in atomic units. The origin
is excluded since a numerical derivative is not possible there.
mol and P tar are as defined in Figure 11.
An example of kspies.util.eval vxc is used in
Figure 13 to create the visualization of the WY XC potential
in Figure 14. The finite difference required for numerical
differentiation of vγ in Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 is set with delta
(atomic units) in eval vxc, and defaults to 1e− 7.
Either ZMP or WY methods can be
used with kspies.utils.eval vh and
kspies.utils.eval vxc. Some useful possibilities
beyond our current examples include using ZMP with
PBE XC guiding potential, to draw PBE XC potential
with kspies.utils.eval vxc and ZMP correction
potential with kspies.utils.eval vh. Visualization
with kspies.utils is not limited to XC potential
obtained from KS inversion, but can be used independently
with KS inversion. The kspies.utils.eval vxc
function satisfies online feature requests unrelated to KS
inversions.
7. CONCLUSION
KS-pies presents the first publicly available code for
preforming KS inversions of electron densities into KS
potentials. Since every KS inversion method is approximate,
we implemented the two most cited inversion methods,
ZMP and WY. It integrates with PySCF in an environment
familiar to the theoretical development community. Our
framework provides a starting point for the implementation
of future KS inversion methods. This publication presents
the theoretical context and examples which highlight the
simplicity of running KS inversions. Incorporating KS
inversion methods to determine real-space potentials should
be beneficial for XC functional development and testing.
With two implemented methods, users are able to
choose and compare results, leveraging advantages and
each method. ZMP requires many SCF iterations and is
computationally intensive relative to WY, but the result of
inversion can be systematically improved by increasing λ.
Alternatively, WY can preform inversions on user-defined
Hamiltonians, is computationally efficient. Potentials
produced by both methods can be converted into real space
representations using our software.
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